Vulnerability Assessment Support Using
Simajin/Vanguard
Who should consider conducting a Vulnerability Assessment?
Anyone with an asset deemed critical to the safety of the public or your business that wants to
protect the asset and ensure that it is protected in a safe and yet cost-effective manner. Examples
include:










DOE National Nuclear Security Administration
DoD
Commercial Power Plants
Electrical Infrastructure Nodes
Computing or Data Centers
Chemical Manufacturing and Storage Sites
Banking Centers
Embassies and Consulates
Transportation Companies

What type of data do I need to ensure a good assessment?
The critical metric to ensure a good assessment is security system effectiveness (also known as
PE) and to determine this you will need to identify and provide data in the following areas:
 Targets
 Intelligence/Threats
 Defensive
 Facility/Infrastructure
And then use the proper tools with an approved methodology - but more on that later. First, let’s
take a closer look at each of these areas:
Targets
Consider the asset or assets you are protecting. Is it the contents of a vault, a person or
people, critical data, or industrial safety systems? It often can be more than just one
category or many of one specific type.
Then consider the consequences of losing the asset. Are they all equally bad or are some
losses much worse than others? Negative publicity is certainly a problem, but is it as bad
as the actual loss of a protected asset?
Finally, ask if the loss impacts: National security? Immediate or long-term
public/employee health? Corporate health, through either intellectual property or direct
financial loss? Be sure to also consider the long-term economic and environmental
consequences as well.
Intelligence/Threats

Most clients that are regulated by a government agency have a
design-basis threat (DBT) to help implementers manage the
scope of the threat. A DBT often provides characteristics and
attributes of potential adversaries to help design and evaluate a
security program. It will typically include a description of insiders or outsiders and
outlines malicious acts that might be used against an asset. For non-government regulated
agencies, this is often developed in-house using an intelligence group within the
agency/company to define the typical adversary, but keep in mind this might change
depending on the geographic region.
Defense
For some clients conducting a vulnerability assessment using Vanguard, a well-defined
and tested defense has been in place for decades. Others, like facility designers, have
green-field projects and are considering physical security at the start of the design to
reduce operating and maintenance costs. Most, however, are in the middle, just trying to
grapple with the skyrocketing costs of physical security and making sure there is a return
on investment for potential upgrades before acquisition.
Your defense may be heavily-armed, lightly-armed, or unarmed and reliant on local law
enforcement. Your defense strategy could be focused on denial of access or theft
situations. We make no assumption of the type of defense you have chosen to employ or
evaluate. To conduct an assessment, clients simply need an ability to describe the
response capabilities of their defense adversary events and estimate some performance
measures. These can be on an existing defense or facility (often referred to as the
baseline) or this can include alternatives that describe potential changes to determine their
impact relative to the baseline assessment.
Facility
Along with the defense just discussed, the facility (or mobile transportation unit) itself
will play a large part in the computation of interruption and neutralization probabilities.
Drawings of the site and critical buildings (preferably in an electronic CAD-type format)
are usually provided along with other physical protections systems such as cameras,
alarm stations, fences, delay features, etc. As with the defense, we typically recommend
the client baseline their existing facility/physical protection system so they can quantify
the direct impact from potential changes you want to study. Many changes to the facility
also come with a corresponding defense change, however, they can also be changed
independently.

What is Security system effectiveness (PE) and how do you compute
it?
Although some regulatory agencies prescribe specific tools, procedures and methods to be
employed, the site’s security system effectiveness (P E) can be most simply expressed as the
probability of successfully defending a defined attack. This probability, expressed from ~0 to a
little less than 1.0, indicates the likelihood that the defense strategy modeled will be successful in
interrupting and neutralizing the adversary for each attack. This is most often done for a series of
unique attacks focused on a target or sets of targets. For each attack, two values will be
computed:
PE = P I * P N
or
Security System Effectiveness = Probability of Interruption * Probability of Neutralization
Probability of Interruption (PI) is the probability of intercepting an adversary before any theft or
sabotage can occur. This is typically computed for each attack and based upon a static analysis of
the path selected for the attack and some defense response characteristics.
Probability of Neutralization (PN) is the probability of neutralizing the adversary in the course of
the attack on the target. This has historically proven the most difficult to compute as it is highly
dynamic and can vary from case to case, as well as expensive and difficult to test/evaluate. Prior
to Vanguard, this value was often driven by subject matter expert opinion with some limited live
testing when applicable.

The Simajin/Vanguard Modeling and Simulation Tool Suite
In the early 2000s, simulation technology and the corresponding
computing resources were not mature enough to conduct a combat
(either kinetic or non-kinetic) simulation reliably, realistically, or affordably. However, in 2007
the DOE evaluated a Vanguard application that was based upon a previous application created
for the DoD. Since that point, RhinoCorps’ Vanguard has been in steady and growing use inside
the DOE as well as other commercial industries.
RhinoCorps’ Vanguard simulation technology is built upon our sophisticated human behavior
model. This human model allows analysts to plan out tasks needed to effectuate a defense or
attacks, rather scripting actions. A critical aspect is the continued evolution of these behaviors;
for over 10 years users have continued to request refinements and updates in fidelity with each
project. The simulated players will act dynamically, and respond realistically to stimuli from
other players and events in the simulation. Simulated players will maintain individual
perceptions of reality that allows them to individualize engagements, dynamically select
cover/concealment locations, navigated freely, and work in teams to accomplish tasks.
In the fall of 2017, the DOE/NNSA awarded RhinoCorps a support contract and officially
documented that RhinoCorps’ Simajin Suite was the only tool to meet their
combat/neutralization simulation needs acknowledging that Simajin/Vanguard can be used for
PN at these critical sites. An acquisition document, the Justification for Other than Full and Open
Competition (JOFOC), further indicated that sites within the NNSA complex “had autonomously
conducted careful evaluations of the available tools and, independent of the other sites, selected
and deployed the Simajin Suite.”
In the summer of 2018, this process was further simplified by no longer needing a separate tool
to compute the PI values. Although probability of interruption has never been too difficult to
compute for an attack, the re-use of the Vanguard facility and defense model as well as
incorporation of industry delay and detection probability for security features ensures updates to
those models only need to be accredited and maintained in one tool; ensuring consistency and
lowering costs.
It’s important to note that some tools will claim to support vulnerability assessment but make
sure you determine which specific component they are approved and used for by government
agencies. Just as important are the applications (like neutralization, system effectiveness, costbenefit analysis, upgrade analysis, etc.) that a tool(s) is not recommended for.

How the Vanguard Process Works
Working with your team, RhinoCorps constructs a model of your
facility and defense based upon the drawings and data you provide.
After you have reviewed and
accredited the physical site
model (using our Primiri
visualization tool) and the
initial defense model,
RhinoCorps will start the
attack scenario generation
process.
For the targets you have
identified and your DBT
(obtained from your regulatory body or your intelligence/threats group) RhinoCorps generates a
ranked set of pathway solutions that can include any regulatory dictated attack types/vectors.
From these pathway solutions, RhinoCorps creates an actual attack scenario that provides
adversarial realism to the mathematical pathway solution for your review and approval. Once
approved, RhinoCorps models the set of attack scenarios and begins initial executions for
preliminary testing and quality assurance.
RhinoCorps continues to execute, review, analyze, and update the models until all the physical
and human behavioral components are working to our collective satisfaction. Once those attack
plans and any updates to the defense are accredited, RhinoCorps executes, reviews, and analyzes
the runs for record. Based upon client input, multiple studies are constructed to examine
perturbation in facility or defense models, attack plan variants, tactical considerations, and
physical capabilities of tools, weapons and players.
The end result is an extensive matrix of easily analyzed and centrally-available data (including
probability of neutralization, lethal force, breaching, and layer-based reports) for thousands to
tens-of-thousands of runs. This includes several hundred iterations for each study cell to ensure
that many variations of the same initial conditions are examined, yielding alternative course of
actions/dynamic results. Although generally only applicable to the local site, for clients with
many similar sites the knowledge gained from the analysis of one site can be applied to other
similar facilities. From start to finish, this process can be accomplished in as little as 4-6 weeks
or may require up to 5-6 months; it simply depends on the size of the site, complexity of the
defense, number of attack targets/attack scenarios, number of studies and, of course, data
availability.

Additional Tools
Along with the Vanguard Neutralization/Combat tool, the Simajin suite
also includes:
Troupe: Multi-Player Enhanced Tabletop Training Tool: This offers a simulation-based multiplayer training and exercise system that provides an enhanced tabletop experience driven by a
high-fidelity simulation of security and emergency management operations. These multi-player
tabletop exercises use a fully automated simulation to drive realistic security or emergency
events with minimal support from real world participants.

Primiri: RhinoCorps’ first person training tool used for guard training, providing
education/familiarization tours, optimal route assessments, and supporting red team attack
scenario generation. Primiri allows users to receive automated tours set up by an instructor and
allows students/users to step through a series of assignments using a virtual model of the site.

Pioneer
Using the same facility and defense models built for vulnerably
assessment or exercise support, Pioneer provides pathway identification
and PI calculation for a given adversary capability. Delay and detection
data for barriers and other defense features can be either based upon your performance tests or
utilize a standard database for your industry.

Line of Sight Tools
Users can also visualize camera and defensive fighting position coverage maps. Users can easy
move cameras, BBRE or fighting positions to identify dead-zones and fields of fire to identify
optimal positions from a line of sight perspective.

When Do Clients use RhinoCorps’ Vanguard to support
Vulnerability Assessment?
When driven by regulation…
Many clients have federal oversight and independent auditors that will assess the security of their
site; this includes DOE, DoD, and the commercial nuclear industry. These operators typically
need to illustrate to auditors that any deviation (camera outage, fence under repair, etc.) or
change in the security plan will still provide acceptable risk to the regulator.
Whenever you want to assess the likelihood your targets are safe and secure…
Vanguard can provide empirical data to a situation that in the past was primarily driven by
subject matter experts; often those situations can result in the best arguer’s opinion being taken
and not necessarily the best expert’s opinion. Vanguard can also apply more realistic aspects to
exercises (such as failed breaches and removes the need for artificial aspects like timeouts, etc.)
and execute hundreds of runs for a scenario to provide more depth to a single or handful of
typically costly force-on-force exercises used to assess security.
Whenever you want to assess if there is a more affordable means to just as safely protect your
assets...
A typical armed responder for a 24-hour post can run between $400-700K depending on the skill,
training and geographic location of the responder. Removing just one post can have a significant
cost impact over the life of a site. Some security-based acquisitions have little to no real world
impact on the ability to secure your targets from your threats for your facility/site. While other
capital improvements and countermeasures like simple fences, cameras, and delay features can
significantly reduce timelines/staffing and yield a significant return on investment. Vanguard can
help identify the most affordable means to protect your assets as well as the countermeasures
with the highest return.
Whenever you want to minimize your defense losses…
In many cases, survivability of defense (and staff) is a driving factor; a key report generated by
Vanguard illustrates the lethality and survivability of all active participants in the simulation.
You want to prove to insurers that you used an approved approach to manage security…
Simajin/Vanguard is Safety Act approved which provides additional insurance coverage with
using a tool like ours; more importantly using the same tool employed/approved by the
government will validate you used the best processes and tools available on the market.

RhinoCorps’ Vanguard Licensing Models
RhinoCorps provides access to Vanguard by offering a site license as
well SaaS (Software as a Service) model.
For those clients with corporate security/vulnerability assessment teams and the required
infrastructure, the licensing model provides the best approach as these clients typically have
periodic updates and needs to maintain artifacts and generate reports dynamically for regulators.
For these clients, RhinoCorps typically does the initial build and analysis and then provides a
week-long Vanguard, Simajin, and Simanij for Vulnerability Analysts course to get analysts
experienced using the tool on their own, but RhinoCorps is always available for support
questions.
For clients that only have infrequent needs, we offer a SaaS model were RhinoCorps will
conduct the initial build and analysis at our secure facility and then provide an assessment report
documenting the previous agreed upon studies and the results of the assessment. In most cases,
RhinoCorps can retain the models at the client’s request however the models are owned by the
client and can be provided along with a viewer-only license to allow users to inspect the results,
generate reports but no run any additional simulations or studies.
Please contact RhinoCorps at Matthew Talbot, RhinoCorps VP/COO (mtalbot@rhinocorps.com)
for more information or a demonstration of our tools.

